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What is U.S. AgriculturalWhat is U.S. Agricultural
Trade Policy?Trade Policy?

Fundamental elements:Fundamental elements:
�� ExportExport--oriented;oriented;

�� Traditional focus on multilateral approach;Traditional focus on multilateral approach;�� Traditional focus on multilateral approach;Traditional focus on multilateral approach;

�� Secondary focus on Free Trade Secondary focus on Free Trade 
Agreements (FTAs) (also known as EPAs);Agreements (FTAs) (also known as EPAs);

�� Protection for certain sectors.Protection for certain sectors.



The Agricultural Private SectorThe Agricultural Private Sector

�� Politically important, especially for trade Politically important, especially for trade 
policy;policy;

�� ExportExport--oriented oriented –– very active on world very active on world �� ExportExport--oriented oriented –– very active on world very active on world 
markets;markets;

�� ExportExport--dependent dependent –– 25% of total income 25% of total income 
derived from exports.derived from exports.



The Politics of U.S. Trade PolicyThe Politics of U.S. Trade Policy

�� In U.S., trade policy is not a national issue.In U.S., trade policy is not a national issue.
�� But in the trade policy arena, agriculture is But in the trade policy arena, agriculture is 

a very important participant.a very important participant.
�� In Washington advocacy (lobbying) for In Washington advocacy (lobbying) for �� In Washington advocacy (lobbying) for In Washington advocacy (lobbying) for 

agriculture is done by many commodityagriculture is done by many commodity--
specific organizations, and therefore there specific organizations, and therefore there 
is no single clear voice for agriculture on is no single clear voice for agriculture on 
trade policy issues. trade policy issues. 



Understanding the Washington “Ts”Understanding the Washington “Ts”

�� TPPTPP = Trans= Trans--Pacific Partnership Pacific Partnership ––
�� 12 countries from Asia, North and South 12 countries from Asia, North and South 

America;America;
�� TTIPTTIP = Transatlantic Trade and = Transatlantic Trade and �� TTIPTTIP = Transatlantic Trade and = Transatlantic Trade and 

Investment Partnership Investment Partnership –– U.S. and EU;U.S. and EU;
�� TPATPA = Trade Promotion Authority = Trade Promotion Authority ––

legislation meaning Congress must accept legislation meaning Congress must accept 
or reject an agreement, no amendments.or reject an agreement, no amendments.



Trade Promotion Authority Trade Promotion Authority ––
The Forgotten “T”The Forgotten “T”

�� Trade Promotion Authority (TPA), also Trade Promotion Authority (TPA), also 
known as “fast track,” is the essential U.S. known as “fast track,” is the essential U.S. 
legislation stipulating that Congress must legislation stipulating that Congress must 
accept or reject a negotiated trade accept or reject a negotiated trade accept or reject a negotiated trade accept or reject a negotiated trade 
agreement, agreement, without amendments.without amendments.

�� Most recent TPA expired in 2007, so Most recent TPA expired in 2007, so 
Congress must develop and pass new TPA Congress must develop and pass new TPA 
before it can even vote on TPP or TTIP.before it can even vote on TPP or TTIP.

�� Is the U.S. Congress capable of doing this?Is the U.S. Congress capable of doing this?



The Farm BillThe Farm Bill

�� The legislation to support U.S. agriculture The legislation to support U.S. agriculture 
(the Farm Bill) should be updated and (the Farm Bill) should be updated and 
renewed about every 5 years.renewed about every 5 years.

�� The most recent legislation was due to be The most recent legislation was due to be 
renewed in September 2012, but it has renewed in September 2012, but it has 
become a victim of the very poor become a victim of the very poor 
functioning of the U.S. political process in functioning of the U.S. political process in 
recent years. recent years. 



Key Issue for the New Farm Bill:Key Issue for the New Farm Bill:
Food AssistanceFood Assistance

�� For the first time the domestic food For the first time the domestic food 
assistance program known as “food assistance program known as “food 
stamps” will be the single most difficult stamps” will be the single most difficult 
issue in developing a new Farm Bill.issue in developing a new Farm Bill.issue in developing a new Farm Bill.issue in developing a new Farm Bill.

�� The two political parties disagree intensely The two political parties disagree intensely 
regarding the need to reform and reduce regarding the need to reform and reduce 
spending for this program.spending for this program.

�� Currently 47 million Americans receive this Currently 47 million Americans receive this 
food assistance from the government.food assistance from the government.



Major Farm Support ProgramsMajor Farm Support Programs

The new Farm Bill will probably include the The new Farm Bill will probably include the 
following developments for major programs:following developments for major programs:
�� The decoupled support program known as The decoupled support program known as 

“Direct Payments” will be eliminated.“Direct Payments” will be eliminated.“Direct Payments” will be eliminated.“Direct Payments” will be eliminated.
�� Government support will shift towards farm Government support will shift towards farm 

revenue triggers and away from crop price revenue triggers and away from crop price 
triggers.triggers.

�� Crop insurance will continue to be a Crop insurance will continue to be a 
crucial feature of government support.crucial feature of government support.



U.S. Congress:  Little Interest inU.S. Congress:  Little Interest in
Agricultural Trade PolicyAgricultural Trade Policy

�� In developing new Farm Bills the U.S. In developing new Farm Bills the U.S. 
Congress has passed up numerous Congress has passed up numerous 
opportunities to make support programs opportunities to make support programs 
more consistent with WTO’s “Green Box.”more consistent with WTO’s “Green Box.”more consistent with WTO’s “Green Box.”more consistent with WTO’s “Green Box.”

�� Such changes could have been important Such changes could have been important 
for advancing the Doha Round negotiations.for advancing the Doha Round negotiations.

�� Also, lack of attention to the WTO may soon Also, lack of attention to the WTO may soon 
cause major problems due to the WTO cause major problems due to the WTO 
Brazil/Cotton case lost by the U.S.Brazil/Cotton case lost by the U.S.



U.S. View of the WTOU.S. View of the WTO

�� Traditionally U.S. trade policy has been Traditionally U.S. trade policy has been 
multilaterally focused multilaterally focused -- the World Trade the World Trade 
Organization (and previously the GATT).Organization (and previously the GATT).

�� That focus has shifted, primarily to FTAs.That focus has shifted, primarily to FTAs.

�� The U.S. deThe U.S. de--emphasis of the WTO can emphasis of the WTO can 
best be understood as a best be understood as a recognition of recognition of 
Doha Round failure, rather than a strategic Doha Round failure, rather than a strategic 
trade policy decision.trade policy decision.



The U.S. in Doha Round AgricultureThe U.S. in Doha Round Agriculture

�� The U.S. goals for agricultural market The U.S. goals for agricultural market 
access were unrealistic and overly access were unrealistic and overly 
ambitious.ambitious.

�� The U.S. was The U.S. was notnot willing to make willing to make 
substantial changes to its farm support substantial changes to its farm support 
programs in order to advance the Doha programs in order to advance the Doha 
Round negotiations.Round negotiations.



Doha Round StalemateDoha Round Stalemate

�� With (arguably) the European Union as the With (arguably) the European Union as the 
only exception, the major participants in the only exception, the major participants in the 
DR agricultural negotiations were not DR agricultural negotiations were not 
willing to consider significant movement willing to consider significant movement willing to consider significant movement willing to consider significant movement 
away from their established positions.away from their established positions.

�� A major factor was that developing A major factor was that developing 
countries were much more active than in countries were much more active than in 
the UR, and they focused more on market the UR, and they focused more on market 
protection than on market access.protection than on market access.



U.S. Agriculture Loses InterestU.S. Agriculture Loses Interest

Over the past decade the U.S. farm sector Over the past decade the U.S. farm sector 
has completely lost interest in the Doha has completely lost interest in the Doha 
Round.  Why?Round.  Why?
�� The negotiations were failing.The negotiations were failing.�� The negotiations were failing.The negotiations were failing.
�� U.S. agricultural exports were growing U.S. agricultural exports were growing 

substantially.substantially.
�� U.S. energy policy had created new and U.S. energy policy had created new and 

significant domestic demand (ethanol).significant domestic demand (ethanol).



U.S. Agricultural Exports to the WorldU.S. Agricultural Exports to the World



The U.S. and the WTO TodayThe U.S. and the WTO Today

�� The WTOThe WTO--related initiatives of interest to the related initiatives of interest to the 
U.S. are all nonU.S. are all non--agricultural, for example:agricultural, for example:

---- a new agreement on services;a new agreement on services;
---- a new agreement on trade facilitation;a new agreement on trade facilitation;---- a new agreement on trade facilitation;a new agreement on trade facilitation;
---- expanding the Information Technology expanding the Information Technology 

Agreement (ITA).Agreement (ITA).



The WTO DilemmaThe WTO Dilemma

�� The U.S. has lost interest in the Doha The U.S. has lost interest in the Doha 
Round, but U.S. agriculture still needs an Round, but U.S. agriculture still needs an 
effective WTO dispute settlement processeffective WTO dispute settlement process
(for confronting Russia, China, India, etc.).(for confronting Russia, China, India, etc.).

�� Also, without a multilateral negotiation there Also, without a multilateral negotiation there 
will be no new rules or reductions for will be no new rules or reductions for 
agricultural subsidies, but by now this may agricultural subsidies, but by now this may 
be (unofficially) quite acceptable to the U.S.be (unofficially) quite acceptable to the U.S.



U.S. Approach to FTAsU.S. Approach to FTAs

�� So far the U.S. has maintained a So far the U.S. has maintained a 
comprehensive approach to negotiating comprehensive approach to negotiating 
the agricultural portions of its FTAs.the agricultural portions of its FTAs.

This means virtually all tariffs and quotas This means virtually all tariffs and quotas �� This means virtually all tariffs and quotas This means virtually all tariffs and quotas 
will be eliminated (some with longwill be eliminated (some with long
phasephase--out periods). out periods). 

Notable exceptions are Korea/rice, Notable exceptions are Korea/rice, 
Australia/sugar, and Canada/dairy and Australia/sugar, and Canada/dairy and 
poultry. poultry. 



U.S. Success with FTAsU.S. Success with FTAs

�� It It is generally believed that for U.S. is generally believed that for U.S. 
agriculture the existing FTAs have been agriculture the existing FTAs have been 
very successful.very successful.

�� The U.S. partners in the NAFTA, Canada The U.S. partners in the NAFTA, Canada 
and Mexico, now rank first and second and Mexico, now rank first and second 
among all of the markets for U.S. among all of the markets for U.S. 
agricultural exports.agricultural exports.



Can U.S. “Comprehensiveness”Can U.S. “Comprehensiveness”
in FTAs Be Continued? in FTAs Be Continued? 

�� U.S. Agriculture is pressing for a U.S. Agriculture is pressing for a 
continuation of the comprehensive approach continuation of the comprehensive approach 
to FTAs.to FTAs.

�� For example, in TPP “All tariffs and other For example, in TPP “All tariffs and other �� For example, in TPP “All tariffs and other For example, in TPP “All tariffs and other 
market access barriers must be phased out.”market access barriers must be phased out.”

�� However, it will be However, it will be very challengingvery challenging to to 
continue such an approach with Japan and continue such an approach with Japan and 
the European Union.the European Union.



Why the TPP for the U.S.?Why the TPP for the U.S.?

�� U.SU.S. . response to trend of Asian response to trend of Asian economic economic 
regionalism (China containmentregionalism (China containment?);?);

�� Opportunity to set the precedent of Opportunity to set the precedent of 
negotiating a “highnegotiating a “high--standards, 21standards, 21stst century century negotiating a “highnegotiating a “high--standards, 21standards, 21stst century century 
agreement”;agreement”;

�� Without the TransWithout the Trans--Pacific negotiations, NO Pacific negotiations, NO 
significant trade initiatives in Obama first significant trade initiatives in Obama first 
term.term.



U.S. Agriculture’s View of TPPU.S. Agriculture’s View of TPP

�� In any trade negotiation, U.S. agriculture is In any trade negotiation, U.S. agriculture is 
primarily interested in improving market primarily interested in improving market 
access for its exports.access for its exports.

�� Regarding the TPP, this means:Regarding the TPP, this means:�� Regarding the TPP, this means:Regarding the TPP, this means:
�� Reduction and removal of traditional Reduction and removal of traditional 

barriers such as tariffs and quotas; andbarriers such as tariffs and quotas; and
�� Strengthening the rules for healthStrengthening the rules for health--related related 

import barriers (sanitary and import barriers (sanitary and 
phytosanitary measures, known as phytosanitary measures, known as 
“SPS”).“SPS”).



U.S. Agriculture and the TPPU.S. Agriculture and the TPP

As of early 2013, U.S. agriculture had very As of early 2013, U.S. agriculture had very 
limited interest in the TPP.  Why?limited interest in the TPP.  Why?
Of the (at that time) 10 other countries in the Of the (at that time) 10 other countries in the 
TPP, U.S. already had FTAs with 6, and of TPP, U.S. already had FTAs with 6, and of TPP, U.S. already had FTAs with 6, and of TPP, U.S. already had FTAs with 6, and of 
the other 4, U.S. agriculture had:the other 4, U.S. agriculture had:
�� No interest in Brunei;No interest in Brunei;
�� Only slight interest in Malaysia;Only slight interest in Malaysia;
�� Some interest in Vietnam;Some interest in Vietnam;
�� Concerns about New Zealand’s exporting.Concerns about New Zealand’s exporting.



New Enthusiasm for TPPNew Enthusiasm for TPP

�� Suddenly U.S. agriculture has become Suddenly U.S. agriculture has become 
much more enthusiastic  about the TPP.much more enthusiastic  about the TPP.

�� What has changed?What has changed?�� What has changed?What has changed?

�� Japan has  joined!Japan has  joined!



Bilateral Market Access in TPPBilateral Market Access in TPP

�� Japan announced it will negotiate separate Japan announced it will negotiate separate 
tariff schedules for each TPP country.tariff schedules for each TPP country.

�� This is a This is a very importantvery important development for development for 
U.S. agriculture.U.S. agriculture.U.S. agriculture.U.S. agriculture.

�� The U.S. considers itself a “preferred The U.S. considers itself a “preferred 
partner” for Japan.partner” for Japan.

�� CountryCountry--specific TRQs are an attractive specific TRQs are an attractive 
possibility for U.S. agricultural exporters.possibility for U.S. agricultural exporters.



The Sensitive SectorsThe Sensitive Sectors
of Japanese Agricultureof Japanese Agriculture

�� U.S. agriculture is very interested in the U.S. agriculture is very interested in the 
potential for increasing exports of a wide potential for increasing exports of a wide 
range of products to Japan, although it has range of products to Japan, although it has 
already been a top market for decades.already been a top market for decades.already been a top market for decades.already been a top market for decades.

�� U.S. interest in exporting into U.S. interest in exporting into three of the three of the 
“sensitive” sectors“sensitive” sectors is particularly strong (beef is particularly strong (beef 
and pork, dairy products, and rice).and pork, dairy products, and rice).



Japan Faces Unprecedented ChallengeJapan Faces Unprecedented Challenge

�� The TPP negotiations with the U.S. will The TPP negotiations with the U.S. will 
bring bring more pressure than Japan has ever more pressure than Japan has ever 
facedfaced to open its agricultural markets. to open its agricultural markets. 

�� U.S. negotiators are indicating that their U.S. negotiators are indicating that their 
approach to agriculture with Japan will be approach to agriculture with Japan will be 
comprehensive, with no exceptions.comprehensive, with no exceptions.



Another Challenge for Japan: the EUAnother Challenge for Japan: the EU

�� At the same time Japan will be negotiating At the same time Japan will be negotiating 
with another global power having strong with another global power having strong 
agricultural export interests agricultural export interests –– the EU.the EU.

�� Japan should be aware of the Japan should be aware of the U.S.U.S.--Korea and Korea and �� Japan should be aware of the Japan should be aware of the U.S.U.S.--Korea and Korea and 
EUEU--Korea agreementsKorea agreements as a precedent.as a precedent.

�� EUEU--Korea was modeled on U.S.Korea was modeled on U.S.--Korea and Korea and 
was the EU’s most comprehensive was the EU’s most comprehensive 
agreement for agricultural market access.agreement for agricultural market access.



Full Employment for Trade NegotiatorsFull Employment for Trade Negotiators
EUEU

U.S.U.S. JapanJapanU.S.U.S. JapanJapan

CanadaCanada

The 2013 Negotiating LandscapeThe 2013 Negotiating Landscape



The U.S. and EU The U.S. and EU -- TTIPTTIP

�� Negotiations for the U.S.Negotiations for the U.S.--EU Transatlantic EU Transatlantic 
Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) 
are now just beginning.are now just beginning.

�� All official statements so far indicate that All official statements so far indicate that 
agriculture will be fully included in this agriculture will be fully included in this 
negotiation.negotiation.



Motivations for TTIPMotivations for TTIP

Major factors driving the TTIP appear to be:Major factors driving the TTIP appear to be:
�� The need for economic stimulus for both The need for economic stimulus for both 

the U.S. and EU economies;the U.S. and EU economies;
�� A shared interest in achieving “regulatory A shared interest in achieving “regulatory �� A shared interest in achieving “regulatory A shared interest in achieving “regulatory 

convergence” between the two sides;convergence” between the two sides;
�� Developing an agreement that can be Developing an agreement that can be 

used as used as the basis for global standardsthe basis for global standards..



The U.S.The U.S.--EU Agricultural RelationshipEU Agricultural Relationship

�� In the area of agricultural trade policy, the In the area of agricultural trade policy, the 
EU and U.S. have had a long and very EU and U.S. have had a long and very 
difficult relationship.difficult relationship.

�� This problematic history indicates that the This problematic history indicates that the 
TTIP negotiations on agriculture are likely TTIP negotiations on agriculture are likely 
to be more challenging than those under to be more challenging than those under 
TPP, even with Japan included in the TPP.TPP, even with Japan included in the TPP.



U.S.U.S.--EU ComparisonsEU Comparisons

�� SubsidiesSubsidies -- Both have been heavy users Both have been heavy users 
of farm subsidies and have protected them of farm subsidies and have protected them 
in negotiations.in negotiations.

�� ProtectionProtection –– While the U.S. agricultural While the U.S. agricultural �� ProtectionProtection –– While the U.S. agricultural While the U.S. agricultural 
import market has been relatively open, import market has been relatively open, 
the EU has been much more protectionist.the EU has been much more protectionist.

�� HealthHealth--related import measuresrelated import measures –– While While 
the U.S. is more strictly sciencethe U.S. is more strictly science--based, the based, the 
EU also applies the “precautionary EU also applies the “precautionary 
principle” for risk management.principle” for risk management.



TPP/Japan vs. TTIPTPP/Japan vs. TTIP

For the U.S., the key differences are:For the U.S., the key differences are:
�� In TPPIn TPP, the major bilateral negotiation on , the major bilateral negotiation on 

agriculture will be only on market access. agriculture will be only on market access. 
�� In TTIPIn TTIP, there will be agricultural market , there will be agricultural market �� In TTIPIn TTIP, there will be agricultural market , there will be agricultural market 

access, SPS and other issues.access, SPS and other issues.
�� In TPPIn TPP, the negotiating structure and , the negotiating structure and 

timelines must fit the TPP process, and 10 timelines must fit the TPP process, and 10 
other countries will be watching.other countries will be watching.

�� In TTIPIn TTIP, the U.S. and EU determine the , the U.S. and EU determine the 
negotiating scope, structure and timelines.negotiating scope, structure and timelines.



Japan and SPSJapan and SPS

�� The U.S. and Japan have had a relatively The U.S. and Japan have had a relatively 
harmonious relationship in the SPS area.harmonious relationship in the SPS area.

�� The U.S. perception is that generally The U.S. perception is that generally 
Japanese SPS decision making is Japanese SPS decision making is Japanese SPS decision making is Japanese SPS decision making is 
sciencescience--based and responsive, although based and responsive, although 
sometimes slow.sometimes slow.

�� Only major exception recently was Only major exception recently was 
Japanese BSEJapanese BSE--related measures related measures 
impeding imports of U.S. beef. impeding imports of U.S. beef. 



Negotiating SPSNegotiating SPS

Having no major bilateral SPS negotiation will Having no major bilateral SPS negotiation will 
be a benefit for U.S.be a benefit for U.S.--Japan in TPP.Japan in TPP.
In TTIP, the SPS portion will be In TTIP, the SPS portion will be the most the most 
difficult partdifficult part of the agriculture negotiation.of the agriculture negotiation.
Longstanding U.S.Longstanding U.S.--EU SPS issues include:EU SPS issues include:
�� Hormone use in beef production;Hormone use in beef production;
�� A wide range of GMOA wide range of GMO--related issues;related issues;
�� Ractopamine (for beef and pork);Ractopamine (for beef and pork);
�� Poultry production rinses.Poultry production rinses.



A Troubled RelationshipA Troubled Relationship

�� The U.S. and the EU have an especially  The U.S. and the EU have an especially  
troubled relationship in the SPS area.troubled relationship in the SPS area.

�� Three of their SPS issues are in some Three of their SPS issues are in some 
stage of the WTO dispute settlement stage of the WTO dispute settlement stage of the WTO dispute settlement stage of the WTO dispute settlement 
process.process.

�� In addition, the U.S. and EU have often In addition, the U.S. and EU have often 
had an adversarial  relationship in the had an adversarial  relationship in the 
international standardsinternational standards--setting arena, setting arena, 
especially at the Codex (for food safety).especially at the Codex (for food safety).



The European UnionThe European Union
and Geographical Indications (GIs)and Geographical Indications (GIs)

�� The EU has ambitiously pursued its GI The EU has ambitiously pursued its GI 
objectives in its bilateral agreements, and objectives in its bilateral agreements, and 
this will be a very difficult issue in TTIP.this will be a very difficult issue in TTIP.

�� The issue: How to protect food and The issue: How to protect food and �� The issue: How to protect food and The issue: How to protect food and 
beverage designations deriving from the beverage designations deriving from the 
original location of production.original location of production.

�� Japan will be dealing with the GI issue in Japan will be dealing with the GI issue in 
the Japanthe Japan--EU negotiations!EU negotiations!



Future VisionFuture Vision

�� The major focus of U.S. agricultural trade The major focus of U.S. agricultural trade 
policy for the future will be expanding policy for the future will be expanding 
exports to the markets of the largest exports to the markets of the largest 
developing countries, especially those in developing countries, especially those in developing countries, especially those in developing countries, especially those in 
Asia.Asia.

�� For the U.S., the most attractive feature of For the U.S., the most attractive feature of 
these countries is the rapid growth, in size these countries is the rapid growth, in size 
and affluence, of their middle classes.and affluence, of their middle classes.



Major Trade Policy ChallengesMajor Trade Policy Challenges
for the Obama Administrationfor the Obama Administration

�� Will the administration be willing to provide Will the administration be willing to provide 
global leadership to revive the multilateral global leadership to revive the multilateral 
negotiations?negotiations?

�� To complete TPP and TTIP, would the To complete TPP and TTIP, would the 
administration be willing to accept less than administration be willing to accept less than 
its agricultural sector wants, and if so would its agricultural sector wants, and if so would 
these agreements be approved by the these agreements be approved by the 
Congress?Congress?


